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Dedicated by the Fine & Electronic Art students of 2008 for
Jonathan Powell 1980-2008 an amazing artist



& the twenty-seventh letter
The title of this show, the twenty-seventh letter, is odd and
movingly profound, a conundrum, attractive to those with

curiosity and wit, neither of which trait, beyond an interest in

brand, is encouraged within an overwhelmingly consumer society

- look widely around you.

Further, contemporary art, surprising to some, is not some kind

of antiseptic studio for non-utilitarian practice, it too humbly
reflects the experience of a time passed through, as the term,

contemporary, invokes.

All that we call art, even now, bears the true mark of lives being

lived, a culture and a dreamtime of people who make it and
contemporaneously as we wake, seems it's largely been about

gargantuan mass-education, unbridled industrial and capital

economy, unprecedented as well as dangerous technology and a

stuffed environment.

Art is, at best, antithetical to mindless consumption and must be

concerned with unrestricted intellectual progress through the act

of making things that might burrow into industry but never lose

original conscience.

So, for the inquisitive,what follows is a definition of our student-

made, graduand title and for others - better to attend the

university of shopping plaza.

The twenty seventh letter customarily mean ampersand signified

as &, a grammatical term corrupted by children rote learning

the alphabet denoting individual letters comprising words in

themselves, repeating 'and per se', all of which follows, beyond Z.

&simultaneously pronounces, here, transience for Fine &

Electronic Art, housed in Z Buildingon the Penrith campus at the

University of Western Sydneywhilst students and artists graduate
with an important awareness of the meaning as a whole, from a

site named more than two decades ago, consciously no doubt, as
the twenty-sixth tetter.



As the context for art practice shifts, even off-site, so, hopefully,

students will become increasingly aware, there is no contradiction

in art being non-utilitarian whilst essential to life and the quality

of lifefor everyone, as it continues venerably, way, way,way

beyond Z.

All of these Fine and Electronic Arts graduates whether

completing 3rd Year, the first group through the 4th Professional

Year or 4th Year Honours have traced and been touched by that

unidentifiable and very special 'something' that an excellent art

education delivers and, through difficult times, that they have
surely achieved.

Each one of these students, in their own way, exhibit brilliantly

a marked ability to initiate and develop an idea out of nothing,

resourcefulness that thinks outside the square and an intelligent
affinitywith chaos, far beyond any customary,vanishing
alphabet.

As academic coordinator of this event, I acknowledge, Djon

Mundine 0AM for opening the show, myacademic and technical

colleagues for supporting the whole progranri, Terry, Harry,

Caleb, David, Kay. Megan, Charlie, Andrew, Sam, Amanda,
Tracy, Vanessa, Helen, Sandra. Further thanksto the School of
Communication Arts, Lynette, Helen, Sally and Rachel for kind
support, as well as Baden, Luke and Johnfor the catalogue
designand printing. I'd like to thank individual students who
have worked their backs off through various working parties and

on their own artwork to get to the opening, but you must know
who you are, all deeplyappreciated, and I'd have to name most
allof you through the exhibition and catalogue.

Dave Cubby

UWSCourse Advisor Fine & Electronic Art - November 20M



foreword

It's 'gradshow' time and, once again, it is the last onefor the
time being, we, thestudents, lecturers, tutors et alall look
forward, inhope, to a resurrection of our alma materat some
future date.

'&The27th Letter', beyond T. reminds us that thiswill soon
be a partof our personal histories, our individual resumes. For
our own futures, what we look forward to is the development
of what we haveaccomplished; practically, academically and
personally through ourrespective courses of Fine Art and
Electronic Art. This particular Graduation Exhibition and End of
YearShowcase demonstrates the excellent foundations that we

have established on which to base that future development.

The audience for this show will see works descending from the

roof, rising from the floor, occupyingthe walls, penetrating
dimensionsand all space within. Their senses will be taken

-through manyspectrums; the visual, the aural, the thought
provoking and the emotional. All this, as we the students put
ourselves and pur inner-beings on display; it'salways a shock and
it changes things.

We have learnt much, from each other and from the teaching
staff, nevera one waystreet. We havecreated manyfriendships,
some that will last and some that will not, but our relationship to

each other will endure.

The opportunities that have been thrown open to us have been

quite amazing. We have been introduced to and experienced

directlymany inspiringworks of art. We have taken part in
exhibitions and shows that can lead us into that greater art

world outside of our immediate location, the university and in

some cases onto an international stage. Some of us have been

privilegedto participate in overseas student exchange programs,

enabling students to undertake studies in such places as Canada
and the UK.

It will be sad for many to leave Z behind, for we may never have
a facility like it again, but wherever we go and whatever we do
after this will only add to our experience here.



On behalf of the students I would like thank all of those involved

with our courses. Fine Arts and Electronic Arts, our lecturers,

tutors, coordinators and advisors, witha special thank to our very
patient, but all knowing, technicians. Gratitude should alsogo to
everyone who gaveusa hardtimeoverour course-for bring out
the resilience and enterprise within us all. Andto all of myfellow
students, thanks muchly, it's been a blast.

Gary Maktn
Third Year Graduand Fine Art - November 2008



scent linking
Renku isa uniquetype of poemwith multiple authorship; a
collaborative verse composition originating in Japan, traditionally
of 36 stanzas, contributed bya team of poets. The 'link' or
connection betweensuccessive verses originally involved
common word associations, punsor play on words, but Basho
insisted that poets must go beyond mere verbal dexterity and
link theirverses by 'perfume', 'echo' and other moredelicately
conceived criteria; this approach came to be known as 'nioi-
zuke' or 'scent-linking'.The primaryadvantage of the renku as a
verseform is that it is possible to attain a scope and varietythat
ordinarily lieoutside the capacityof a single poet. Renkuwriting
has its dangers and the most obvious is that a poem willfall

apart if the poets fail to unite their efforts.

Sono mama ni A dry measure, set up

Korobi-ochitaru Totrap a mouse, fallsto the ground
Masuotqshi Without catching a thing.

Yugamite futa no

Awanu hanbitsu

Soan ni

Shibaraku ite wa

Uchiyabura

The lid has been warped

And no longerfits on the chest.

At a hermitage

The man stays for a while
And then takes off again.

Extract from: "The Summer Moon" (1690) composed by:

Kyorai, Boncho, Basho.

Terry Hayes

UWS Project 1 UnitCo-ordinator - November2008
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alison rowe
Previously, I have both

drawn and painted myself

and other women partly

distorted, exaggerated

or foreshortened. Here

with these works I am

continuing this theme in

exploring ways in which

the female body can be

represented.



amanda-lee pathcia boatswain
If I am quiet it is not because I am

listening to you, it is because Iam

listening to her. She sits on my shoulder,

she is my voice, she is my strength, she

is my mind and my soul. She is me and I

am her.

Group Exhibitions

2008 : Emma DollMy Body My Business, At the
Vanishing Point.

2007 : GlobalSouls Out of Z Box. University
Western Sydney

2007 : Art in the Park

Solo Exhibitions

2008: Monstrous Persona XY. UniversityWestern

Sydney

2007: Globes Journey Drawing Room, University

Western Sydney

2006: Shattered Self XY, UniversityWestern Sydney
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hsiu-chih (amy) in
"If you are not free to choose wrongly and irresponsibly,
you are not free at all"

Birds have always been metaphorically associated with freedom;
to choose one's own way, yet what happens when something is

missing...

Does that mean it will follow the routine and concerns of life that

is set, or will it take a chance to look for that missing piece and

other options?

Unspeakable freedom, wax, wool strings, paper, wood



angela

1

eclipse one, 2.10m 7m,Tasmanian oak, organza, tubing, photo: Angela Boateng

boateng
Entering from one point

and leaving from another,

viewers continually both

loose and gain sight of

each other travelling the

pathway. Acting as a

maze of sorts, the spiral
follows the ideology of

transcendence by way
of a journey.As the four

complete rings of the spiral

represent Carl Yung's four

forms of consciousness;

thought, feeling, intuition

and sensation - vital to

attain ultimate wholeness.
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Vestige, mixedmedia, 2008, stonevirare, porcelainetchings, linoprints,photography,
photo: BeauScott

beau SCO
This is the only complete

skeleton of Dracosaurus

volatilis and was uncovered

in the Serpentine Lakes

on the boarder of South

Australia and Western

Australia in 1895. It was

discovered by the Botanical

and Zoological Draughtsman

Beauregard Xavier Scott,

during the Andrew James

Earnests expedition of 1888. All of the pieces from the original
find have been brought back together for publicdisplay for the
first time in ninety eight years.

Group Exhibitions

2008 My Body. My Business. Atthe Vanishing Point.
2007 TheHoward Years, At the Vanishing Point, 25 October - 18 November.
2007 Bite the Bullet.YZ Space University of Western Sydney, 1st - 20th August.
2006Shoppirig Trolley Tours, Braemar Gallery, 3fd- 19th November.
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Christopher ha e
I'm a animator and

cartoonist. For this project I

wanted to return to my roots

and take pleasure in the

simple act of drawing with

whatever materials 1 had at

hand (a trash asthetic) and

depicting whatever came

into my mind.

Group Exhibitions

- Enter Z Box

- The NYWF Comics Show il

Grants and Awards

Zine West 07 publication and Second Prize

A collection of retard, carboard, ink

J



Masticate, and then Part, 2008, chewinggum

danielle eone o
Masticate, and then part (2008) began as a study on the origin

and application of chewing gum, including the method of

discarding a materialwhich does not easily disintegrate. This

investigation then morphed into an archaeological excavation,
involving the location of used chewing gum that was
photographed insitu, then carefully documented and extracted.

Thesespecimens were then subjected to critical assessment
and classification with varying degrees of visibility. This act of
displacement and classification, combined with the extraction of

DNA from saliva in a seemingly anonymous discarded medium

was integral to the projects focus-to awaken the poeticsof
noticing what isconsciously, subconsciously, and unconsciously
left behind- to masticate, and then part.

Group Exhibitions

Fabricationsand Imaginations. Fairfield Museum and Gallery{17 February-19
March 2006)

Ambiguousity: Theart of writing about ones art. At TheVanishing Point(26 June
- 6 July2008)

Untitled:Showcasing undergraduate art practice in Sydney today. At The
Vanishing Point (7-24 August 2008)
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delwyn oaech
Working with the idea of
placing small pieces together
as in a mosaic to make a
larger work or image, and
also the notion of art in

the everyday, Ihave made
a mosaic circle for the

garden. Measuring 2.4mt in
diameter the circle is made

of 8 cement wedges 10cm

thick that are furnished with

mosaic tiles predominantly

in mauves and greens. The mosaic design is based onthe Lotus
Flower andtendstoward symmetry and designs made by the
Spirograph.

The ideal situation for this work is outdoors in a park or garden

in an everyday location.

f:

Mosaic Circle, 2008.2.4mt circle, cement, glass tiles, photo: Delwyn Paecti
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Two Trolleys Merged, 2008, trolleys, yellow ribbon, cling wrap.
photo:Ebony Secombe

This work, titled "Ambivalence" is the product of a

multidisciplinary practisedeveloping out of previous works
that I have made which have taken on the forms of live still-

lifeperformances, video performance and sculpturally based
installation works. Some of My influences include Marina

Abromovich, Dani Marti, Julie Rrap, Hilarie Maisand Linda M.

Montano.

ebony secombe
The work is an exploration

and artistic analysis of the

psychological journey that

I have been going through

over the last few years in

regards to art and life, as well

as taking into consideration

the idea of shared experience.

More specifically the work

is about coming to terms

with my mental illness and

my tendency towards having

an ambivalent attachment

style, which is basicallyjust

psychobabble for being incapable offorming relationships.

In simpler terms my work isaboutgoing through a process of
closing thingsinand then striving and learning to open them back
up again, inboth literal and metaphorical senses. Theworktakes
on the form of a live performance within an installationspace, in

which sculptural and video basedsegmentsof the workwill be
shown and interacted with in an improvisational way on the night

of the opening.
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elisha a ison
"Such outlandish creatures, bred to make humankind face up

to its own disjointednessand to the incoherence of the notion
of self, are made concrete in a dazzling variety of forms, from

hybrid animalsto mutant dolls."

Catherine Grenier

Installation (hessian, sandandplaster)



Unlace, 2008, video projection / photograplis

elizabeth bridae
"Itwasn't justthat itwas real but that itwas more than real,
it was alive, it was animated, it was full of pathos and in this

viewerit generated an unexpected, unpredictable surprise, an
intense affect. It registered somatically, beneath and before
consciousness. I was participating in that scene before I knew it,

it triggered a different rhythm or process in mywatching, one in
which I lost myself in a new relation."

Gay Hawkins
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emily bachir
A change in the way

society thinks is reflected
in the entertainment used

for pastimes. In an age

that praises intelligence

yet yearnsfor shock,

entertaining one's self is

most easily done when the

work contains psychological

techniques displayed within

my works. My instillation

deals with a combination of film, photography, audio and lots

of cement. The heroine is not psychopathic, but only becomes

psychopathic in the course of the action of the artwork. The

repressed impulse of the heroine isone of those which are

similarly repressed in allof us, and the repression of which is part

and parcelof the foundations of our personal evolution. It is this
repression which is shaken up by the situation of this work.

Wank Soup You Have HappyEnding, mixed medium



Issw myselfsea myself, 2008, soft sculpture, aochet, paper pulp and painting.

One of theacknowledged wonders of the natural world, the
Great Barrier Reef stretches along the coast of Queensland like
a psychadelic serpent, a riotous profusion of colour andform
unparalleled on our planet. But global warming and pollutants so
threaten thisfragile creature that scientists now believe the reef
will be devastated in coming years.

emma

Jf

devine
We have a sort of broken

relationship with nature.

Inwhich we sentimentally

admire, yet in reality destroy. I

feel that the only way for you

to entirely care what happens

to the sea life is if you insert

the self into it. We live in a

self obsessed world, and do

what is best for us. Is self

obsession worth the expense

of the environment?

Byintegrating the self into

this environment, and the sea

and you are the same thing,

perhaps the choice between

which is more important will not be as easy. We have the choice

to desire the self.
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m id d Ieton
Iam a video and sound artist, focussing on the concept of

movement and manipulation.

I ask you, what is sound? And how can it be made possible to

physically viewsomething which is not seen? Sound is a part of
everyday life and is not something which is viewable in its natural

state, so, by moving the context of sound from something we

hear to something we can see, it allows the viewer to experience

an entirely different entity.

Sponsored by the DETH WALE Corporations

Tranquil Heights, 2008,video










































































